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Figure 1: Loss of detail when denoising, (b) to (c), and subsequent recovery with our approach (d). By incorporating error estimates of (b)
and (c), our method is able to infer a per-pixel mixing parameter used to interpolate between the two images and reduce the overall error.
Here we used Intel® Open Image Denoise (OIDN) to denoise the image, albedo and normal auxillary features included.
Abstract
Image denoising based on deep learning has become a powerful tool to accelerate Monte Carlo rendering. Deep learning
techniques can produce smooth images using a low sample count. Unfortunately, existing deep learning methods are biased
and do not converge to the correct solution as the number of samples increase. In this paper, we propose a progressive denoising
technique that aims to use denoising only when it is beneficial and to reduce its impact at high sample counts. We use Stein's
unbiased risk estimate (SURE) to estimate the error in the denoised image, and we combine this with a neural network to
infer a per-pixel mixing parameter. We further augment this network with confidence intervals based on classical statistics to
ensure consistency and convergence of the final denoised image. Our results demonstrate that our method is consistent and that
it improves existing denoising techniques. Furthermore, it can be used in combination with existing high quality denoisers to
ensure consistency. In addition to being asymptotically unbiased, progressive denoising is particularly good at preserving fine
details that would otherwise be lost with existing denoisers.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Image processing; Rendering; Ray tracing;

1. Introduction
Monte Carlo (MC) light transport algorithms, such as path tracing,
have been ubiquitous since the introduction of the rendering equation in 1986 [Kaj86]. However, the nature of these algorithms is
such that many samples may be required to reach an acceptable
level of variance. While research on variance reduction techniques
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has continuously progressed, achieving noise-free images directly
from MC rendering algorithms is often still prohibitively expensive and time consuming. This is true despite the advent of more
powerful hardware.
To ameliorate this problem, denoising techniques are employed
as a post-processing step to remove any apparent residual noise.
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Improvement in quality of denoisers was one of the decisive factors
leading to the path tracing revolution in the movie industry [CJ16].
At the time, use of features such as per-pixel normals, motion vectors, and surface albedo as well as error estimated using Stein's
unbiased risk estimate (SURE) was a key to obtain better denoisers [LWC12, RMZ13, ZJL∗ 15]. In recent years, denoisers have further improved in quality due to the use of neural networks and
machine learning [HY21]. Learned denoisers are not necessarily
perfect, however, and may suffer from bias that is sufficient to be
perceived as an objectionable amount of blurred details.
To preserve details during denoising, Vogels et al. [VRM∗ 18]
proposed use of an asymmetric loss function when training. This
allows for artistic control between aggressive and conservative denoising. Back et al. [BHHM20] proposed another deep learning
method where they combine independent and correlated estimates
(e.g. MC rendered and denoised images). Even more recently, an
optimization-based technique to combine an ensemble of denoised
images has been put forward [ZZXY21]. Combining an ensemble
of denoised images requires significant processing time and is certainly intended to serve as a post-processing step. As mentioned
by Christensen et al. [CFS∗ 18] in their description of Pixar's RenderMan, it would be better to denoise images during progressive
rendering to enable faster decision making.
We suggest a method for progressive denoising where a neural
network learns to infer an optimal per-pixel mixing parameter given
two input images as well as estimates of their per-pixel error. In
practice, one of these images is a MC rendered image and the other
its denoised counterpart. The error estimates are of their squared error, using the estimated variance of the sample mean for the former
and SURE for the latter. We demonstrate that our proposed solution
substantially improves quality when applied onto existing denoisers, and that it is asymptotically unbiased in the limit of many samples. This is demonstrated in comparisons and in application with
existing pre-trained high quality denoisers.
Inspired by an earlier use of confidence intervals for adaptive
sampling in MC rendering [Pur87, TJ97], we use confidence intervals based on the Student's t distribution to bound the mixing parameter received from our network. This ensures that the rendered
image will converge to the correct solution as the number of samples increases. With the bounded mixing parameter, our method
enables automatic selective denoising on a per-pixel basis during
a progressive rendering. In this way, details in the image that the
denoiser initially blurs out will gradually appear and become crisp
in the image as more samples are progressively added.
Overview. The overall flow of our method is to get the variance
of the rendered image, denoise it and estimate the error in the
denoised image using SURE. The two images (rendered and denoised) and their respective error estimates serve as input for our
network, which finds three parameters per pixel for a theoretically
justified activation function ( fact ). The activation function calculates a mixing parameter α used for per pixel linear interpolation of
the rendered image and the denoised image. To ensure convergence
as the number of samples increases, we use a t-statistic based on
the variance in a neighborhood of pixels to bound α (see Figure 6
in Section 4 for a visual overview). The assumptions made are that

the radiance values are normally distributed. This is important for
the accuracy of SURE, and for the meaningfulness of the t-statistic.
2. Related Work
With Cook's introduction of stochastic sampling into the rendering
process [CPC84, Coo86], the scene was set for research on noise
reduction in Monte Carlo rendered images. Some of the first papers on denoising of rendered images [LR90, RW94] describe well
how noise in MC rendered images tends to be different from the
noise observed in signal processing and computer vision. We refer
to denoising for MC rendered images as Monte Carlo denoising.
2.1. Monte Carlo Denoising
Monte Carlo denoising has been a vital component of the rendering
process since the widespread use in industry of Monte Carlo rendering algorithms [KCK∗ 18,BAC∗ 18,CFS∗ 18,KCSG18]. The first
approaches relied on local non-linear filtering [LR90,RW94,JC95],
and it is generally recognized that for denoising of rendered images the filter needs to locally adapt to the noise level of every
pixel [KS13]. To obtain more information for per pixel adaptation,
denoisers started taking advantage of auxiliary features (e.g. surface normals and albedo) by employing cross-bilateral [SD12] and
higher-order filters [BRM∗ 16]. Our method continues the trend of
per-pixel adaptation, but we use our error estimates for selective
application of any preferred denoising technique.
Deep learning has been used for predicting both the parameters of classical filters [KBS15] and the filtering kernel itself [BVM∗ 17]. A less restrictive approach has been to directly predict a final radiance value, and here a variety of methods have been proposed including the use generative adversarial networks [XZW∗ 19], residual networks [WW19], and autoencoders [CKS∗ 17]. Most learning based techniques also support inclusion of auxiliary features as input.
One drawback of deep learning based MC denoisers is the lack of
control over the amount of perceived blurring, detail preservation,
and variance-bias trade off. To this end, Vogels et al. [VRM∗ 18]
introduce in their denoiser asymmetric loss functions controlled by
a parameter that can be specified at runtime. This allows artists to
modulate between conservative denoising with some details contextually preserved and more aggressive denoising with little noise
but more blurring. Such an approach is beneficial in their setting
where fine artistic control is desired for each rendered frame. Instead, our method lets an artificial neural network determine the
extent to which the denoising should be applied in every pixel.
2.2. Combining Denoised Estimates
Recent work has emerged with the idea of using denoising not
as the final product, but as the penultimate step before combining denoising results and other estimates to achieve better results [BHHM20, ZZXY21]. This is promising in particular for
learning-based denoisers, because while they often excel at low
sample counts they suffer from bias that is detrimental at higher
sample counts leading to a loss of consistency.
© 2022 The Author(s)
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Back et al. [BHHM20] propose a method of combining the original and the denoised images in order to improve the quality of the
final image. Similar to our method, they leverage neural networks
for the task, but unlike them we base our approach on computed
error estimates of the input images which are included as inputs to
our network. Furthermore, our method computes a per-pixel mixing parameter, while they apply a predicted kernel to the input color
images. Lastly, we guarantee our method converges to the ground
truth image in the limit of many samples, while they do not.
More recently, Zheng et al. [ZZXY21] have put forward an
optimization-based technique for combining the outputs of multiple MC denoisers. Like ours, their approach is based on computing mean squared error (MSE) estimates of the denoised images
and while they use a dual-buffer strategy for these estimates, we
opt to use SURE instead. In contrast to their work, ours does not
require application of multiple denoisers or support for rendering
half-sample count images. Furthermore, our method is inherently
consistent and does not rely on the choice of denoiser.
2.3. Stein's Unbiased Risk Estimate
Proposed by Stein in 1981 [Ste81], SURE estimates the MSE of an
estimator of the mean of a normally distributed multivariate random variable. Stein states that if x ∈ Rd is a measured vector, distributed normally with unknown mean µ ∈ Rd and known covariance Σ ∈ Rd×d , and F(x) is an estimator of µ that is at least weakly
differentiable, then

1
SURE(F, x) =
∥F(x) − x∥2 + 2tr(JF (x) · Σ) − tr(Σ)
(1)
d
is an unbiased estimate of the mean squared error of F(x), where
JF (x) is the Jacobian matrix of F at x and tr is the trace. If Σ is
diagonal, or equal to σ2 I, then the equation reduces to its more
commonly seen forms.
SURE has appeared multiple times in computer graphics literature, being used to guide adaptive sampling and to optimize parameters of denoising functions [LWC12, RMZ13, CFS∗ 18, XC20].

Figure 2: Plot of the actual error (orange and blue) and estimated
error (green and red) computed using variance for input images
(green) and SURE for denoised images (red), and using the San
Miguel outdoor scene which is also in the bottom row of Figure 9.
RMSE: root mean squared error (left). SMAPE: symmetric mean
absolute percentage error (right).

For a handful of scenes, we found denoising introduced noticeable error and often the denoised image appeared to have less visual
fidelity than the input, even when the input had a modest sample
count of around a few hundred samples per pixel. This was still the
case, albeit to a lesser degree, when auxiliary features (albedo and
normals) were included in the denoising input. In common between
these scenes was the presence of high-frequency details, such as
from vegetation or bump maps, and a resultant blurring from denoising, an example of which is illustrated in Figure 1.
Plotting the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the rendered and
denoised images with log axis scaling, we observed a common pattern, which is exemplified in Figure 2. Compared with the rendered
input image, the denoised image has significantly less error at very
low sample counts, but as the sample count increases, denoising
results in diminishing improvement until eventually the rendered
input image has less error than its denoised counterpart. For some
scenes, this happens only at very high sample counts (greater than
10K), while for the handful of scenes previously mentioned this can
require only a few hundred samples or less.

3. Denoising Error Estimation
In this section, we detail our initial investigation into the error properties of denoised images. We begin with an empirical evaluation
of denoised images by comparing them with ground-truth images,
and end with a practical way of estimating the mean squared error
(MSE) of these images using SURE.
3.1. Evaluating Error of Denoised Images
Images were rendered in pbrt-v4 [PJH16] for a collection of scenes
featuring a variety of different objects, materials, and lighting environments. We then denoised these images using Intel® Open Image
Denoise (OIDN) [oid] and compared to ground-truth images rendered at very high samples-per-pixel (spp) counts, 65K or higher.
We computed various error metrics and compared images qualitatively as well. Comparing with images denoised using the NVIDIA
OptiX™ AI-Accelerated Denoiser [CKS∗ 17] and Radeon™ Image
Filter denoiser [rad], we found that the OIDN denoiser generally
outperformed the others in terms of image quality.
© 2022 The Author(s)
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3.2. Error Estimation with SURE
To make an a priori estimate of the MSE of denoised images,
without knowledge of the ground-truth image, we resort to SURE.
For simplicity, we assume the sample covariance matrix to be diagonal, meaning that there are no correlations between variables.
This assumption is true except between RGB channels of the same
samples, but our initial investigation showed this misassumption to
have no impact at high sample counts.
As we have no closed-form expression for the partial derivatives
of the denoiser F(x), we apply a Monte Carlo SURE first-order
approximation [RBU08] to estimate tr(JF (x) · Σ) in Eq. 1. This is
tr(JF (x) · Σ) ≈

1
εK

K

∑ bTk (F(x + εbk ) − F(x)) ,

(2)

k=1

where bk are normally distributed random vectors with mean zero
and covariance Σ, ε is some small positive number (e.g. 10−4 ), and
K is the number of MC iterations (1 or 4 in our work).
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covariance Σ is variance σ2 and the SURE relation (1) becomes
SURE = ∥y − x∥2 + 2σ2 f ′ (x) − σ2 , for which the expected value is
E[SURE] = E[∥y − µ∥2 ]. An expression for the squared error when
using the mixing parameter α is then
E[∥x + α(y − x) − µ∥2 ]
= E[∥x − µ + α(y − µ) − α(x − µ)∥2 ]
= E[∥x − µ∥2 ] + α2 E[∥y − µ∥2 ] + α2 E[∥x − µ∥2 ]
+(2α − 2α2 )E[(x − µ)(y − µ)] − 2αE[∥x − µ∥2 ]
Figure 3: Per-pixel squared error estimate of a denoised image
using SURE (left), and its actual squared error (right).

= σ2 (1 + α2 − 2α) + α2 E[SURE]
+2(α − α2 )E[(x − µ)(y − µ)] ,
2

As SURE is an unbiased estimator, it produces an accurate estimate of the whole image MSE as illustrated in Figure 2. The accuracy of the estimate increases with the sample count, and this
is likely due to the distribution of the sample mean approaching a
normal distribution, as concluded by Li et al. [LWC12].
The variance of SURE is generally too high to make accurate
estimates of the squared error of individual pixels, an example of
which is shown in Figure 3. Despite this we note that local averages
are visibly well correlated with the actual error of the denoised images, and that these estimates, when compared with variance estimates of the input, could form the basis of a decision between the
pixels of input and denoised images.
4. Progressive Denoising

where we have the variance σ = E[∥x − µ∥ ] since µ is the ground
truth image (which is the expected value of an unbiased MC rendering). We then apply Stein's Lemma [Ste81] to rewrite the last
term:
E[(x − µ)(y − µ)] = E[y(x − µ)] − µE[x − µ]
= E[ f (x)(x − µ)] = σ2 E[ f ′ (x)] .

y = f (x, Gx ; Θ f ) ,
where the denoising function f is parametrized by Θ f , and Gx are
auxiliary image features of x such as albedo and normals. Let z =
x + α(y − x), where α is a per-pixel mixing parameter, be a linear
interpolation of x and y. We wish to find a function that outputs the
per-pixel mixing parameter:
α = h(x, y, ...; Θh )

(3)

(6)

Substituting Eq. 6 into 5 eliminates the unknown µ, yielding
E[∥x + α(y − x) − µ∥2 ]

(7)

= σ2 (1 + α2 − 2α) + α2 E[SURE] + 2(α − α2 )σ2 E[ f ′ (x)] .(8)
Taking the derivative with respect to α and equating this to 0, we
find the following solution for α by employing the SURE relation:
α=

Our goal of progressive denoising can be summarized as attempt2
ing to solve the following problem: Let x ∼ N(µ, σn ) be an image
produced by MC rendering with n samples, also an unbiased estimate of the ground truth image µ. We assume it to be normally
distributed and this assumption is true in the limit of n going to infinity, provided σ2 is finite. Let y be the denoised counterpart of the
image x and also a biased estimate of µ:

(5)
2

σ2 − σ2 E[ f ′ (x)]
σ2 − σ2 E[ f ′ (x)]
=
.
2
2
′
E[SURE] + σ − 2σ E[ f (x)]
∥y − x∥2

(9)

If we swap x with y, we find a similar solution for y + β(x − y):
β=

SURE − σ2 E[ f ′ (x)]
.
∥y − x∥2

(10)

It is difficult to apply Eqs. 9 and 10 directly, due to the high degree of noise in the estimates of σ2 , SURE and E[ f ′ (x)] as exemplified by Figure 3. Despite these equations not being used directly
in our work, we extract two interesting properties from them:
1. The shared role of σ2 and SURE in calculating α and β.
2. The non-linear relationship between the quantities involved.
In Section 4.3, we detail how we incorporate these properties into
our neural network and its training, and in Section 6.1 we demonstrate their impact.

and solves the following constrained optimization problem:
arg min L(z, µ) subject to
Θh

lim z = µ

n→∞

(4)

where L is some loss or error function, and Θh are the parameters
of the function h being sought.
4.1. Theoretically Optimal Solution
An expression for α (in the one-dimensional case) that minimizes
the expectation of the squared error of z, can be derived by following the same principles as SURE, such as assuming the estimator
f to be at least weakly differentiable. In the one-dimensional case,

4.2. Practical Solution
Our approach to constructing a function h(x, y, ...; Θh ) that solves
the constrained optimization problem of Eq. 4 can be broken down
into two steps. The first step is aimed at tackling the minimization
part of the problem, and the second step is directed at the limit
constraint.
We begin by training a neural network to learn a function hNN
that predicts a preliminary per-pixel mix between the MC rendered
and denoised images, so that
z = x + α(y − x) ,

α = hNN (x, y, ...; Θh ) .

(11)

© 2022 The Author(s)
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Figure 5: Examples of the per-pixel mixing parameter α′ , the result
of Eq. 18. The images show α′ for Figures 1 and 3 (left and right).

Figure 4: Scaling of the mixing parameter α, Eq. 18.

as follows:
We discuss the choice of network architecture for hNN , its inputs,
and details regarding its training in Section 4.3.
The preliminary value for z, while assumed to fulfil the minimization part of the problem, does not guarantee satisfaction of the
limit constraint. Fortunately, since in the limit of many samples we
know x becomes normally distributed, we can apply statistical tests
and compute quantiles estimating confidence intervals for the outputs of the network. In early work [Pur87, TJ97], confidence intervals were used for adaptive sampling in MC rendering. In a sense,
we suggest to use confidence intervals for adaptive denoising.
We compute the weighted average of the non-denoised radiance
values x within each pixel's 11-by-11 neighbourhood N p , the variance of this weighted average, and the weighted average of the
mixed radiance values from the network as follows:
x̄ p = xM p +

κ p,q xq ,

∑

(12)

q∈N p

Var[x̄ p ] = Var[xM p ] +

κ2p,qVar[xq ]

(13)

κ p,q (xq + αq (yq − xq ))

(14)

∑
q∈N p

z̄ p = zM p +

∑
q∈N p

1
√

κ p,q =
σs

∥p − q∥2
exp −
2σ2s
2π

M p = arg max Var[xq ] .

z̄ p − x̄ p
tp = p
Var[x̄ p ] + ε
α′p = (1 − S[a(|t p | − c)]) α p ,

(17)
(18)

where we use the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
standard normal distribution as S while c = 4.2 is a shift parameter and a = 2 is a strength parameter, the values of which were
determined via a parameter search over the training dataset. This
parameter search was not crucial. Our motivation for doing so was
to avoid optimizing our method for the test dataset. Another option
for S is the logistic function, which seems to work equally well.
The α scaling factor is plotted as a function of t p in Figure 4. When
this significance-related value is close to one, the network likely
found a radiance value that is not attributable to random noise. We
therefore let the scaling of α follow this value.
The scaling of the mixing parameter does not take much effect
until the magnitude of the quantile |t p | exceeds c − 3/a. Since the
values are weighted averages of many pixels, Var[x̄ p ] is small and
therefore the predicted value need not deviate a lot for scaling to
apply. As the sample count increases, the necessary deviation becomes smaller guaranteeing convergence to the ground truth. Figure 5 shows two examples of the scaled mixing parameter.

!
(15)
4.3. Network Architecture
(16)

q∈N p

To compensate for insufficient accuracy of the sample variance estimates at low sample counts, we use the index M p to weigh the
average towards the neighbouring pixel with
p the highest variance.
For the filter parameter σs , we chose min( Var[x̄], 1) × 102 , where
x̄ is the image mean.
These values are used to compute the t-statistic, which corresponds to a quantile estimating the confidence interval of the radiance values predicted by the network. Applying a sigmoid function
S to the magnitude of the t-statistic, as if we wanted to estimate
the significance of the predicted radiance values, we find a scaling factor for α that we use to get our final mixing parameter α′ .
This ensures that if the estimated confidence interval is large, α′
is reduced, so that we in this case rely more on the original output
from the MC rendering than on the denoised version. This is done
© 2022 The Author(s)
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The function hNN (x, y, ...; Θh ) consists of a small residual convolutional neural network, 6 layers deep, each layer with 48 feature channels, 3×3 kernels (5×5 for the first layer), ReLU activation, and using 'same' padding. See Figure 6. Two residual
blocks [HZRS16] form part of our network, a similar network composition was used by Vogels et al. [VRM∗ 18].
To mirror the theoretical results in Section 4.1, our network does
not directly predict α. Instead, the network outputs three values
(x1 , x2 , x3 ) per pixel and per channel that are passed into the following non-linear function that mimics Eqs. 9 and 10:
fact (x1 , x2 , x3 ) =

x1 − x2
,
max(x3 , ε)

(19)

where ε = 10−6 is to avoid the singularity. We demonstrate in our
experiments (Section 6.1) that this approach has a positive impact
when applied to the network's output.
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Figure 6: Overview of our network hNN (x, y, ...; Θh ) for mixing an unbiased MC rendering x with its denoised counterpart y using per-pixel
mixing parameters α′ . The initial 5×5 convolutional layer is followed by two residual blocks and a final convolutional layer. ReLU activation
follows all but the final convolution, which uses fact (see Sections 4.1 and 4.3). Input features include the rendered and denoised images,
along with estimates of their error (Section 4.3). The use of residual blocks is inspired by the networks of Vogels et al. [VRM∗ 18].

As inputs for the network, we have the MC rendered and denoised radiances x and y, also abbreviated as HDR and DEN, as
well as the estimates of their squared error: VAR and SURE, respectively. We also include input features corresponding to the values of σ2 f ′ (x) and ∥y − x∥2 , which are calculated when computing
SURE. The non-radiance quantities are transformed by arctan(x),
rather than log(1 + x) as x may be negative, to ensure that those
network inputs are bounded.
During training we randomly swap HDR, VAR with DEN,
SURE and vice versa, effectively swapping the above calculation
for α to one for β = 1 − α. This is to ensure our training does not
converge on a model whose outputs always compute a value of 1 for
α, as the denoised input (DEN) typically has lower error. We posit
that when combined with the network output's non-linear function,
this may lead the network to learn quantities in its output that are
invariant to the swapping. We have found that when the random
swapping is not performed, the networks being trained failed to
converge to the desired solution.

Figure 7: Example images from the training dataset. Top row:
Crops generated from available pbrt-v4 scenes. Bottom row: Randomly generated scenes rendered in mitsuba.

5. Dataset and Training Procedure
5.1. Denoiser Model
The network described in Section 4.3 takes a denoised image and
its SURE as input. So, aside from using a pre-trained denoiser
from OIDN, we also train our own models for comparison. These
are based on the network architecture of Chaitanya et al. 2017
[CKS∗ 17] as implemented in the OIDN training toolkit, but trained
from scratch [oid]. This architecture consists of a U-Net with 4
encoder and decoder stages using 2×2 max pooling and nearestneighbour upsampling, and convolutional layers with 3×3 kernels
and ReLU activation.
As inputs to our denoisers we always include radiance (HDR),
and optionally include diffuse albedo (ALB), shading normals
(NRM), and variance of the radiance channels (VAR). Our variance is computed during rendering by first estimating the sample
variance using an online approach, and then dividing by the number of samples to get the variance of the sample mean. Radiance
and albedo quantities are transformed by log(1 + x), and variance
by arctan(x).

Figure 8: The test dataset used in our experiments.

5.2. Dataset Generation
Our training dataset consists of 1348 unique 128×128 crops from
a collection of scenes, rendered using between 2 and 4096 samples
per pixel, for a grand total of 11150 images. Ground-truth counterparts were rendered with 32k or 131k samples per pixel. 5% of
the dataset was set aside as validation during training. Of the 1348
unique crops, 844 originate from publicly available pbrt scenes,
while the remaining 504 were generated procedurally and rendered
in mitsuba [NDVZJ19]. Figure 7 shows examples of some of the
images in our training dataset. For our test dataset, we rendered
10 scenes, shown in Figure 8, from among publicly available pbrt
scenes (not overlapping with scenes used in the training dataset) at
sample counts of between 32 and 8192 samples per pixel.
© 2022 The Author(s)
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inputs
HDR
HDR, VAR
HDR, ALB,
NRM
HDR, ALB,
NRM, VAR

model
den
pro-den
den
pro-den
den
pro-den
den
pro-den
mc-render

RMSE
0.1964
0.0784
0.1022
0.0587
0.1247
0.0523
0.0971
0.0536
0.0841

error
SMAPE
0.0344
0.0284
0.0292
0.0277
0.0393
0.0298
0.0326
0.0278
0.0669

inputs
FLIP
0.0816
0.0726
0.0736
0.0713
0.0947
0.0789
0.0838
0.0742
0.1049

Table 1: Comparison of our approach (pro-den) with simple denoising (den) for different input feature combinations.
inputs
HDR, ALB,
NRM, VAR

model
den-kpcn
pro-den
mc-render

RMSE
0.1342
0.0640
0.0841

error
SMAPE
0.0362
0.0285
0.0669

FLIP
0.0990
0.0788
0.1049

Table 2: Our approach (pro-den) applied to a denoiser based on a
kernel predicting network (den-kpcn). The improvement is similar
as to when applied to the U-Net based denoisers of Table 1.

5.3. Training Hyperparameters
When training our networks (both our hNN and the denoiser models), we use a batch size of 12, symmetric mean absolute percentage
error (SMAPE) as a loss function, and the 'One Cycle' learning rate
schedule with a maximum learning rate of 2 · 10−5 .
6. Results
We performed a series of experiments to characterize the performance of our method in comparison with other denoising approaches and to investigate the impact of our choices. We also
compare with similar work and highlight the different performance characteristics of progressive denoising in the limit of many
samples. We make our comparisons with respect to the following three error metrics: RMSE, SMAPE, and FLIP [ANSA21].
Error measures reported in Tables 1–4 are averages across the
scenes/viewports shown in Figure 8, and in Tables 1–3 across sample counts ranging from 32 to 8192.
Comparison with Denoising. We trained multiple U-Net based
denoisers (Section 5.1), each with a different combination of the input features, for 2500 epochs over our training dataset. For each of
those denoisers we trained our hNN network (Section 4.3). Results
are listed in Table 1 and demonstrate that our progressive denoising approach improves upon each error metric in all cases. Visual
comparisons illustrating preserved details are shown in Figure 9.
In addition to the U-Net based denoisers, we also tested how our
method performs when applied to a denoiser based on a different
network architecture, in this case a kernel-predicting convolutional
network (KPCN) [BVM∗ 17]. We configured this denoiser to predict 5×5 kernels, and its training was otherwise equal to that of the
other networks. The results, listed in Table 2, show improvement
© 2022 The Author(s)
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HDR
HDR, ALB,
NRM

model
oidn
pro-den
oidn
pro-den
mc-render

RMSE
0.0499
0.0394
0.0586
0.0489
0.0841

error
SMAPE
0.0278
0.0251
0.0265
0.0248
0.0669

FLIP
0.0735
0.0685
0.0743
0.0705
0.1049

Table 3: Applying our method (pro-den) to a pre-trained denoiser,
Intel Open Image Denoise (oidn). Despite the already high-quality
of OIDN, our method is still able to lower the overall error.

for each metric and indicate that our method is not limited to base
denoisers of a single architecture.
Application to an Existing Denoiser. We trained our hNN network
for use with the pre-trained OIDN denoiser, which achieves higher
quality than our own trained models, for 2500 epochs over 100%
of our training dataset. Input images were first denoised and their
SURE were computed. Here, our method was also able to achieve
lower error in our test dataset and with respect to multiple metrics.
Results are detailed in Table 3, and illustrated in Figures 1 and 10.
Additional results, with per-scene and per-sample count errors, are
available in the supplemental document.
Comparison with Deep Combiner [BHHM20]. We applied the
pre-trained 'single buffer' network of deep combiner (DC) to our
test dataset, denoised by one of the networks (HDR, ALB, NRM)
from Table 1. Like our method, DC was able to improve upon the
quality of the denoised images, but its performance characteristics
were notably different to those of our method. As clearly exemplified by Figure 11, while DC continually provides a small improvement over the denoised image, in the limit of many samples its
output has higher RMS error than the rendered image. In contrast,
the output of our method converges to the ground truth along with
the rendered image as the sample count increases. At low sample
counts, DC performs better than our method and we suggest this
is due to our method being constrained to per-pixel mixing, where
as DC combines its inputs by filtering neighbouring pixel residuals
using 15×15 kernels. However, there is nothing preventing us from
applying our method to the output from the DC approach in order
to improve the performance of our method at low sample counts
while retaining consistency.
6.1. Network Ablation
To investigate the contribution of some individual element constituting our method, we performed a series of ablation experiments
for which we train a network with some element removed and compare it to the unmodified method. The tested elements were the inclusion of SURE as a network input, the indirect approach to computing the per-pixel mixing parameter α by using fact , and the tstatistic based scaling of α. The results, shown in Table 4, indicate
that the removal of any one of these elements lowers the quality of
the output image, in terms of RMS error, by some degree.
All our results were computed on desktop PC equipped with
an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3970X 32-core CPU, an NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 3090 GPU, and 64 GB of RAM. Excluding file IO, a
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(d) our method

(e) reference

(f) denoised

(g) our method

Figure 9: Visual comparison of our trained models (HDR, ALB, NRM, VAR of Table 1): denoising (c,f) versus our method (d,g). In the
difference images (f,g), negative difference is red, positive is green, and values are uniformly scaled for visual clarity. RMSE of the denoised
and progressively denoised images are 0.139 and 0.043, respectively, for the top scene (1024spp input), and 0.028 and 0.018 for the bottom
scene (256spp input).

w/o SURE
w/o fact
w/o t-test
pro-den
mc-render

32
0.1216
0.1238
0.1224
0.1185
0.2331

Samples Per Pixel
128
512
2048
0.0796 0.0499 0.0288
0.0821 0.0487 0.0247
0.0801 0.0487 0.0247
0.0754 0.0462 0.0239
0.1162 0.0581 0.0287

8192
0.0151
0.0123
0.0124
0.0123
0.0136

Table 4: Network ablation experiments. Average RMSE of the 10
scenes in our testset. The removal of any of these elements from our
method (pro-den) results in lessened quality improvement, although
the magnitude of this difference is heavily dependent on the input.
In the w/o fact case, the network directly predicts α rather than
values for x1 , x2 , and x3 .

1920x1080 image took 7 ms to denoise, 34 ms to compute SURE,
and 42 ms to run the progressive denoising steps of Section 4.2, for
a total average time of 83 ms. The absolute training time for each
model was approximately 10 hours.
7. Discussion, Limitations, and Future Work
Regarding the choice of denoising input features, we found the benefits of including certain features, particularly albedo and normals,
to be scene dependent. Anecdotally, the inclusion of variance as a
denoiser input seems to be responsible for the biggest increase in

quality. Counterintuitively, including additional features sometimes
results in worse denoising quality in certain image areas.
During training, we swap the rendered and denoised images (as
mentioned in Section 4.3). We do this to avoid that the network
converges to a state of simply returning the denoised image, which
always happened when the swapping was not performed. When
swapping is used in training, the resulting network has the advantage that we can swap the arguments and still get the right blending
factor (β = 1 − α). In the ablation experiment results of Table 4,
the exclusion of the SURE input feature leads to degraded performance, particularly at high sample counts, which is when the SURE
estimate is most accurate as illustrated in Figure 2. We believe this
demonstrates that the proposed random swapping guides the network to learn a swap invariant association between an image and its
error estimate, as without it the network is no longer able to compare unbiased error estimates and likely relies on some sub-optimal
learned criteria to explain the observed discrepancy.
The neighbourhood size of the filter used to compute the
weighted average of the non-denoised radiance values, as part of
the t-statistic computation, is an important parameter, as is the shift
to the neighbouring pixel with the highest variance. At lower sample counts, it is difficult to accurately estimate variance for a single
pixel, particularly when sampled paths do not connect with a light
source and return a radiance value of 0, resulting in a variance estimate of 0. To overcome this, we instead estimate the variance of
a weighted average of its neighborhood. We found the 11-by-11
© 2022 The Author(s)
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128spp

512spp

reference/difference
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Figure 10: Two progressive series of MC renderings illustrating the performance of our method (PD) applied onto the OIDN output, and
their convergence plots. Reference images were rendered using 32K samples per pixel (spp) and difference images taken with the result in the
fourth column are scaled by 16 and have negative and positive differences colored red and green. By incorporating error information about
the rendered and denoised images, our method substantially improves the denoised result, especially as the number of samples increases.

size to be a good compromise between gathering sufficient statistics and the performance impact of a larger kernel, and this is illustrated in Figure 12. This still resulted in some artifacts, seen as
noisy splotches, and we found placing more weight on the neighboring pixel of highest variance resolved this issue while keeping
the method convergent. At very low sample counts however, these
artifacts may still be present and are a limitation of our method, as
seen in Figure 13.
For scenes with extremely high sample variance, we have observed that the output of our method may converge to the ground
truth slower than the MC rendered image, as shown in Figure 14.
This is partly a consequence of our previously mentioned variance
overestimation and method of α scaling. Despite this, our method is
still guaranteed to be asymptotically unbiased in the limit of many
samples.
We briefly investigated how our method performs with regard
to temporal coherency by denoising sequences of still images rendered with different random seeds and at sample counts of 32, 256,
and 2048 samples per pixel. When compared to the same sequences
denoised without progressive denoising, we found no visual im© 2022 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum © 2022 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

provement in terms of temporal coherency. It thus remains an area
of future work, to investigate how approaches used to construct
temporally coherent denoisers could be combined with the method
presented here.
Another area of future work would be to research a manner of
computing a neural network's divergence that does not involve MC
estimation. This may lead to better performance for our and other
SURE based methods, although if it is possible, it would likely require specific support from machine learning frameworks.
8. Conclusion
We have presented a method useful for progressive denoising. Our
approach is to find per-pixel mixing parameters using a neural network. The mix is between MC rendered and denoised images, and it
is asymptotically unbiased in the limit of many samples. We include
computed error estimates as inputs for our network, using SURE to
estimate the squared error of denoised images. To guarantee convergence, we used estimation of confidence intervals based on the
Student’s t distribution. We provided a theoretical motivation for
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PD

DC

DC

Figure 13: Limitation of our method at very low sample counts,
2spp in this example, arising from insufficiently accurate sample
variance estimates.

PD

Figure 11: Comparison of our method, Progressive Denoising
(PD), with Deep Combiner (DC), kitchen test scene. While DC continually improves upon the denoised image, our method performs
the best as the quality of the MC rendered input increases.
3×3

7×7

11×11

15×15

3×3

7×7

11×11

15×15

Figure 12: Visual comparison of using different neighbourhood
sizes for the weighted average calculation of Eq. 14, at 32 samples
per pixel. While increasing the neighbourhood size reduces the visible artifacts (top row), it is not sufficient. Weighting the average
towards the pixel with the highest variance (bottom row), removes
most of these artifacts at low sample counts.

our approach, and we demonstrated the improvement our method
provides over our trained denoisers, as well as when applied to a
popular existing denoiser.
The source code of our implementation is made available on GitHub (https://github.com/ArthurFirmino/
progressive-denoising).
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